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Our goal is to help companies build better planning and forecasting capabilities.



 Intuitive Planning For Business of All Sizes

Connect data, processes and people so everyone works in
sync from up-to-date global data. Immediately see the
impact of any change across your entire supply chain.

Make real-time decisions and align teams around a common
goal to make collaborative business decisions 100x faster.
Keep every customer promise, reduce risk and cut costs.

Leverage AI, machine learning and prescriptive automation
to maximize efficiency and eradicate wasted time, resources
and talent. Maintain a sustainable, profitable supply chain,
no matter what comes your way.



 



One data model. One
interface. One codebase.
Unlike using bolted-on
modules, our applications
were built from the ground
up to work together and
give you the best planning
results possible.

Unlimited scenarios
 Anyone. Anywhere.

Anytime. Create and run
unlimited scenarios in
seconds to determine
exactly what the impact of
a change is on plans, the
supply chain and the
company as a whole.

Rapid Implementation Of 
Kinaxis Concurrent Planning

01 Built to work together 02 03 Context-driven collaboration
 Easily identify who to work

with, seamlessly share
information and quickly
resolve issues – all while
capturing the context and
outcome. Automatically
find and engage the right
people and the right
information. Our
responsibility matrix
shows you who to work
with, delivers the context
you need and archives
your decisions



04 Designed for configurability
 No custom coding. No

heavy burden on IT. Just
applications that are easily
configured to meet your
exact needs.

05 Backed by deep expertise
 We leveraged our decades

of deep supply chain
planning expertise to
create applications that
not only work the way you
want them to but also help
you get the most out of
your supply chain.



Valtitude, formerly known as Demand Planning LLC, is headquartered in Boston, MA, and provides process
consulting and technology solutions in Demand Planning, Predictive Analytics, S&OP, and Supply Chain

Optimization.
 

Through our unique diagnostics methodology, we help clients understand the specific business and
organizational factors that inhibit the formation of a holistic Demand and Supply Management process.

 
With our rapid business process diagnostics as the foundation, we help clients transform their business
process with the right technology. We also undertake full-scale system Integration projects with Kinaxis
RapidResponse. Our solution set includes Segmentation, Demand Modeling, Supply Response, Demand

Sensing, and Real-time Scenario Planning to solve end-to-end supply chain challenges. 
 

We have leveraged many of the Kinaxis advanced features to solve our client problems:

Advanced algorithms 
for 

Demand Planning

Cloud-Based 
In-memory engine 

for 
Rapid Deployment

Leveraging AI
 for 

Supply Chain 
simulations

Instant creation of 
Scenarios to 

answer 
what-if questions 

Create Model 
Instances without 
much IT overhead



Quant based analytics of your business
process

2. Streamlined business process that feeds
the Blueprint

3. Rapid implementation using the agile
methodology

4. Hands-on Training to increase user
adoption of the tool

5. On-going support services

1.  
With our partnership with Kinaxis, we aim to help more

companies achieve their supply chain vision by
leveraging Kinaxis RapidResponse concurrent planning

solution and Valtitude's best-in-class consulting and
implementation services.







"One of the great benefits we've had from
RapidResponse is that we're now able to manage

shelf life planning to a level of detail that's enabled
us to reduce our write-offs due to expiry"

Dough Kelly, Director, Supply chain Management
 MERCK

"Using RapidResponse is a blessing daily. It
allows me to complete analyses very quickly and

accurately."
John Leo, Inventory Analyst

TERADYNE

"kinaxis's strong support services and
commitment have helped us accelerate our

deployment of RapidResponse, We've veen able
to stay ahead of potential issues and reduce

performance risks as our implementation and
usage continues to grow."

Atonie Petit, Global Supply Chain Systems
SHNEIDER ELECTRIC

"RapidResponse has reduced the cycle
time for producing a supply for operations

by half, while allowing for greater
supply/operational plan accuracy"

IT Systems Analyst
Large Enterprise Telecommunication

Equipment Company



Snapshot Of Our Clientele
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USA Office Address:
Valtitude Technologies

26,Henshaw street,
Woburn, MA 01801, USA
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